AGENDA
STATE FIRE MARSHAL
FIRE ALARM ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Wednesday, May 8, 2019
10:00 A.M. – 1:00 P.M. (PST)

Office of the State Fire Marshal
2251 Harvard Street, 1st Floor
Redwood Conference Room
Sacramento, CA 95815

Teleconference Number
(605) 472-5773
Participant Code
754391#

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL and INTRODUCTIONS

III. OLD BUSINESS

- Visual notification in Private/Common offices and in undefined rooms or area such as Phone rooms, Wellness rooms, etc. Sagiv, Rick
- Visual notification in Hearing-Impaired sleeping rooms in R-1, R-2 occupancies – Could it be done with a CSFM listed 120VAC Smoke-Strobe Combination device with battery backup only for the smoke-alarm portion? Sagiv
- Update on the CSFM Task-Group on Elevators Sagiv
- Licensing requirements for testing and inspection Jay

IV. NEW BUSINESS

- Should a proposal be submitted during the Intervening Code Cycle that will require ERRC systems to be listed as complying with UL 2524? Richard
- Could addressable system smoke detectors with integral High-Frequency sounder bases be used in sleeping rooms of R occupancies in lieu of high-frequency smoke alarms? Sagiv
• If an EVACS is installed voluntarily in a Low-Rise R-2 occupancy, is it required to generate Pre-recorded messages via the speakers or a Temporal-3 LF tone is sufficient?
• Can a Wireless communicator (Cellular or RF) or an IP DACT be used solely as a single technology for transmitting off-site FA signals to the approved supervising station?
• Is a 2-Way ECS call box required to transmit the exact location within the building to the off-site supervising station? Must this supervising station comply with NFPA 72 Chapter 26 (Central, Remote or proprietary station)?

V. OPEN FORUM

VI. NEXT MEETING